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The Questions 

1) What are the “magic numbers” for 
the spherical super-heavy nuclei? 
 
è Locating the center of the 
“island of stability” 
 
2) What are the magnitudes of the 
shell effects? 
 
èExtent of the island and relative 
stability against fission 
 
The same questions can be asked 
of the deformed gaps (Z=108, N=162). 

Y. Oganessian, Physics World, July 2004 



MM 

HF 

RMF 

Different Theories, Different Shell Gaps 

Dubna (with some confirmation 
from GSI and LBNL) have 
observed new elements up to 
Z=118, with σ≈few pb. Direct 
information on quantum shell 
structure. 

Another approach is to test 
models by examining details 
of properties and behavior 
of nuclei with Z>100 



Experimental Goal 

Investigate the structure of nuclei with the largest Z and N 
 
 

èPush the Fermi level towards the major shell gaps 



Experimental Status 1 
A lot is known about the structure of nuclei up to Z~100. 
An example is 249Bk from I. Ahmad et al., Phys. Rev. C 71 (2005) 054305.  

I. AHMAD et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 71, 054305 (2005)

FIG. 7. Energy levels of 249Bk determined from the study of 253Es α decay. Most of the levels were known from previous studies. Bandheads
are shown by thicker lines, and all energies are in keV. Nilsson configuration, Kπ [Nnz#], is also given. The 643.0-keV level has a mixed
configuration of 1/2−[521], 1/2−[530], and 1/2− collective components.

precise energy for this level was measured to be 1225 keV in
the 248Cm(3He, d) reaction [5]. If we place the bandhead at
1040.2 keV, we obtain a rotational constant of h̄2/2" =
7.7 keV, which is higher than the typical value of 6.0–6.5 keV.
On the other hand, with the 1075.1-keV state as the 9/2+

member, a reasonable value of h̄2/2" = 6.25 keV is derived.
With this rotational constant, we calculate the energy of the
11/2+ member as 1143.9 keV, in close correspondence with
the observed 1143.8-keV level with the expected properties
for the 11/2+ level (shown in Fig. 9). We observe the decay
of the 1075.1-keV level to the 7/2+ and 11/2+ members of
the ground-state band. The energy of the transition to the
9/2+ member of the ground-state band is calculated to be
1033.3 keV, which falls under the intense 1031.85-keV peak
of 250Bk. We have determined the ratio of the intensities of
the 1031.85- and 989.13-keV γ rays of 250Bk in a spectrum
measured soon after chemical separation in May 2003 and in
another spectrum measured in September 2003, when the 253Es
activity had decayed by a factor of 100. The I1031.85/I989.13 ratio

was found to be ∼4% larger in the May spectrum, compared
to that measured in September. From the excess counts in the
1031.85-keV peak of the May spectrum, we determine the
intensity of the 1033.3-keV γ ray to be ∼1.0 × 10−6% per
253Es α decay.

The 1040.15- and 998.3-keV γ rays could be associated
with either the decay of a 1040.2-keV level or the decay of
1133.8- and 1227.7-keV levels. We prefer the latter choice
because the energies of the proposed levels agree with the val-
ues calculated with a rotational constant of h̄2/2" = 6.15 keV
for the 13/2 and 15/2 members of the band.

A level at 672.9 keV (Fig. 9) was deduced from the
observation of 672.8- and 664.0-keV (672.9→8.78) γ rays
in the singles spectrum. Coincidence relationships, given in
Table II and Fig. 4, establish the spin of the 672.9-keV level as
5/2. Coincident γ rays of 227.0 and 261.7 keV establish levels
at 899.9 and 934.7 keV (Fig. 9). On the basis of their decay,
tentative spin assignments of 3/2 and 5/2 are proposed for these
levels. Coincidence data also establish levels at 624.3, 703.5,
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FIG. 8. Energy levels of 249Bk showing the decay of high-lying
states. Bandheads are shown by thicker lines. All energies are in
keV. Nilsson configuration, Kπ [Nnz#], is also given. Bands, with
no configuration shown, are vibrational bands with configurations
{7/2+[633] ⊗ 1−}9/2− and {7/2+[633] ⊗ 0−}7/2−.

711.1, and 769.1 keV (Fig. 9), and these are given tentative
spin assignments of 5/2, 7/2, 7/2, and 9/2, respectively, on the
basis of their decay pattern.

The level at 767.9 keV (Fig. 8) decays to the 7/2 and 9/2
members of the ground-state band suggesting a spin value of
7/2 or 9/2. This level does not decay to the 5/2+ band at
389.2 keV, thus favoring a 9/2 spin. We have tentatively
identified the 11/2 and 13/2 members of this band at 836.1
and 911.2 keV, respectively. The three levels give a rotational
constant of h̄2/2# = 6.20 keV, which is a reasonable value in
this mass region.

The level at 932.2 keV decays to the 7/2 and 9/2 members of
the ground-state band. This level also decays to the 767.9-keV
level by a 164.4-keV M1 transition (Fig. 8). Thus, this level
should have the same parity as the 767.9-keV level. On the
basis of its decay, the most likely spin value for this state is
7/2. The 9/2, 11/2, 13/2, and 15/2 members of this band are
tentatively identified at 988.1, 1055.8, 1133.9, and 1227.6 keV,
respectively. These levels fit as members of a K = 7/2
rotational band, and give a value of the rotational constant
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FIG. 9. Energy levels of 249Bk deduced from γ singles and γ -γ
coincidence data. Bandheads are shown by thicker lines. All energies
are in keV. The band at 899.9 keV has a likely assignment of
{7/2+[633] ⊗ 2−}3/2−, and the 624.3, 703.5, and 769.1 keV levels
are most likely the members of the 3/2+[651] band. Bands, with
no configuration shown, are vibrational bands with configurations
{7/2+[633] ⊗ 1−}5/2−, and {7/2+[633] ⊗ 0+}7/2+.

FIG. 10. Energy levels of 249Bk deduced from the β− decay of
249Cm. Bandheads are shown by thicker lines. Nilsson configuration,
Kπ [Nnz#], is also given. All energies are in keV.
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α-γ coincidence study of 253Es β-‐	  decay	  study	  of	  249Cm	  

Many	  single-‐qp	  states	  and	  associated	  rota;onal	  bands	  are	  firmly	  established	  



Experimental Status 2 
A lot of recent activity on nuclei from Fm (Z=100) to Rf(Z=104) 

A. Chatillon et al., EPJ A 30 397 (2006) 
H.B. Jeppesen et al., PRC 80 034324 (2009) 
K. Hauschild et al., PRC 78 021302(R) (2008) 
S. Antalic et al., EPJ A38 219 (2008) 

Delayed e-, γ spectroscopy 

α-decay spectroscopy 

S.Ketelhut et al., PRL 102 212501 (2009) 

discovery of rotational bands in the even-even nuclei
252;254No and 250Fm [7–10]. Odd-mass nuclei are more
difficult to study, as the decay intensity is usually frag-
mented over several bands. Rotational bands have been
reported only for 253No [11,12] and 251Md [13]. Recent
experimental work carried out in this region is reviewed in
Ref. [12]. This Letter reports on the results of two experi-
ments carried out to study the rotational properties of the
Z ¼ 103 nucleus, 255Lr. These studies are at the extreme
limit possible with modern techniques, and state-of-the-art
digital electronics have been employed in order to obtain
data of highest quality.

Though 255Lr was first observed in 1969 [14,15], experi-
mental information concerning the level structure is still
limited. Chatillon et al. determined the ground and first
excited state to have the configuration 1=2"½521$ and
7=2"½514$, respectively [16]. Both of these states decay
by !-particle emission, the 7=2"½514$ state being at an
excitation energy of just 37 keV. An isomeric state has
been found by measuring delayed electrons from converted
electromagnetic transitions decaying to the ground state
[17,18], using the same technique as in recent studies of
252;254No and 250Fm [10,19–22]. A number of " rays were
observed in the decay of the isomer, with energies 244,
301, 387, 492, and 588 keV, though no clear decay scheme
was constructed. The isomer is speculated to be a three
quasiparticle state built by coupling the odd proton to a
two-neutron quasiparticle configuration.

Two experiments have been performed at the
Accelerator Laboratory of the University of Jyväskylä
(JYFL) to study 255Lr via the reaction
209Bið48Ca; 2nÞ255Lr. The 48Ca beam delivered by the
K130 cyclotron irradiated 209Bi targets with thicknesses
of 420 #g=cm2 and 460 #g=cm2 in the first and second
experiment, respectively. The targets were mounted on a
carbon backing of 40 #g=cm2. The beam energy was
chosen to be 221 MeV at the beginning of the first experi-
ment. An improvement of the yield was achieved when
changing to 219 MeV for the last quarter of the beam time.
The recoils were separated from projectiles and transfer
products by the gas-filled separator RITU [23], and im-
planted into the double-sided silicon strip detector (DSSD)
of the focal-plane detector setup GREAT [24]. With an
average beam intensity of 12 pnA, a total of 1140 !
particles from 255Lr were detected in approximately
200 hours of irradiation. The beam energy was chosen to
be 219 MeV in the second experiment, producing 520 !
particles after approximately 50 hours of irradiation with
an average beam intensity of 24 pnA.

Prompt " rays were detected with JUROGAM, an array of
43 Compton-suppressed germanium detectors with a total
photopeak efficiency of 4.2% at 1332 keV [25]. In the
second experiment the preamplifier signals from
JUROGAM were digitized immediately using TNT2

100 MHz flash ADC cards [26], rather than the normally

used analogue shaping amplifiers and total data readout
TDR time-stamping ADC cards. With digital electronics the
individual germanium detectors could count at approxi-
mately 20 kHz with no adverse affect on spectrum quality.
This increased count rate capability meant more in-beam
data could be processed, such that the 255Lr yield could be
doubled. All data were read out synchronously with the
TDR data acquisition system [27] and analyzed with the
software GRAIN [28].
Figure 1(a) shows a spectrum of prompt " ray singles

which occur in a time window of 0:2 #s, approximately
1 #s before the fusion-evaporation recoil event is detected
at the focal plane. The spectrum is dominated by peaks at
the energies of the Lr K " ! and K " $ x rays between
125 and 145 keV (scaled by a factor of 5 for clarity).
Though the statistics in this spectrum are limited, a se-
quence of six peaks with rotational-like spacing is visible
with energies of 196.6(5), 247.2(5), 296.2(5), 342.9(5),
387(1) and 430(1) keV (marked with dotted lines).
Support for the assignment of this sequence of " rays to
a rotational band is given by the investigation of recoil-
gated "-" coincidences, presented in Fig. 1(b). The figure
depicts a sum of spectra projected from a recoil-gated "-"
coincidence matrix, in coincidence with the transitions
marked by dotted lines. The spectrum is almost back-
ground free in the region of the transitions from 0 to
450 keV, such that almost all of the counts can be found
at the position of either the " peaks or the x rays. The band
shows a striking similarity to the rotational structure found
by Chatillon et al. in 251Md [13], which was assigned to be
based on the 1=2"½521$ state.
Inspection of Fig. 1(b) shows no evidence for a second,

signature-partner rotational band which would be expected
if the structure was based on a high-K orbital such as 7=2.
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FIG. 1. (a) Spectrum of " ray singles in delayed coincidence
with fusion-evaporation residues. The energies shown have an
error of 1 keVunless marked otherwise. (b) Sum of "-ray spectra
projected from the recoil-gated "-" coincidence matrix in co-
incidence with transitions marked by dotted lines. (c) As in (b),
but for the transitions marked with dashed lines.

PRL 102, 212501 (2009) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
29 MAY 2009
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Prompt γ spectroscopy 255Lr 



Experimental Status 3 
We are attempting to push to nuclei with Z>104. Little is known. 

Doubly Magic Nucleus 270
108Hs162
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Theoretical calculations predict 270Hs (Z ! 108, N ! 162) to be a doubly magic deformed nucleus,
decaying mainly by !-particle emission. In this work, based on a rapid chemical isolation of Hs isotopes
produced in the 26Mg" 248Cm reaction, we observed 15 genetically linked nuclear decay chains. Four
chains were attributed to the new nuclide 270Hs, which decays by !-particle emission with Q! ! 9:02#
0:03 MeV to 266Sg which undergoes spontaneous fission with a half-life of 444"444

$148 ms. A production
cross section of about 3 pb was measured for 270Hs. Thus, 270Hs is the first nucleus for which experimental
nuclear decay properties have become available for comparison with theoretical predictions of the N !
162 shell stability.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.242501 PACS numbers: 27.90.+b, 21.10.Tg, 23.60.+e, 25.70.Gh

Superheavy elements owe their existence exclusively to
nuclear shell effects which stabilize them against sponta-
neous fission (SF). Theoretical predictions located the
center of stability at the hypothetical doubly-magic spheri-
cal nucleus with Z ! 114 and N ! 184 [1,2]. This picture
of an island of relatively long-lived nuclei far from the
known quasistable 238U was modified with the inclusion of
higher orders of deformation [3–5]. These calculations
suggested the ground state shell correction energy of de-
formed nuclei around Z ! 108 and N ! 162 to reach
values as large as for 298114. Relatively long partial SF
half-lives were calculated for nuclei near 270Hs [6], render-
ing !-decay the predominant decay mode. Shells at N !
162 neutrons and Z ! 108 protons were predicted by
macroscopic-microscopic, as well as self-consistent
mean-field (e.g., SLy4) calculations [3–5]. In Fig. 1 calcu-
lated !-decay energies (Q!) of even-even nuclei [7,8] are
plotted along with experimentally measured values [9–11].
The increased stability leads to local minima at the N !
162 neutron shell and a large difference in Q! values
between Ds and Hs isotones. This is clearly visible in
Fig. 1, but so far no experimental !-decay energies are
available for N ! 162 nuclei. The appearance of a region
of shell stabilized deformed superheavy nuclei, which ex-
tends toward the region of spherical superheavy elements
holds the promise of the existence of sufficiently long-lived
nuclei for chemical investigations of almost all elements up
to Z ! 114. In recent years the synthesis of a number of

superheavy nuclei with 112 % Z % 118, exhibiting half-
lives as long as few seconds, was reported in 48Ca induced
reactions on various actinide targets [12]. Lazarev et al.
discussed enhanced nuclear stability near Z ! 108 and
N ! 162 by assigning !-decay to the even-even nuclide
266Sg produced in the reaction 248Cm&22Ne; 4n' [13]. A
large difference between the !-decay energies of 273Ds and
269Hs in the decay chains of 277112 was also seen as an
indication for the presence of a N ! 162 neutron shell
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Comments on Theory 
Two broad categories of theory: 
 
1)  Microscopic-Macroscopic (MM) 

•  traditional approach refined to a great degree 
•  “tuned” to reproduce experimental data 
•  excellent local predictive power (e.g. doubly 
magic nucleus 270Hs Z=108, N=162) 
•  how well does MM extrapolate? 

 
2)  Self-consistent microscopic approaches (DFT) 

•  examples are HF+Skyrme/Gogny, RMF 
•  interactions usually fitted to bulk properties of 
a few key nuclei (e.g., 48Ca, 208Pb) 
•  self-consistency might imply reliable extrapolations 
•  how well does DFT work on what we know? 



Comments on Theory 

To be a useful tool for a spectroscopy a theory must: 
 
a) quantitatively reproduce the large body of estabished data 
for 93<Z<100 (e.g., the single qp states in 249Bk). 
 
b) aid the interpretation of the emerging data for 99<Z<105 
(e.g., the single qp states in 255Lr). 
 
c) Provide testable predictions for Z>105 
(e.g., the doubly-magic nature of 270Hs). 
 
How do the different types of theory perform today? 
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Figure 1. Proton and neutron single-particle energies in 252No as a function of the quadrupole
deformation β2. They are obtained in RMF+BCS calculations using the constant gap
approximation and the NL1 parameterization of the RMF Lagrangian. Solid and dashed lines
are used for positive and negative parity states, respectively. Green lines are used for the
single-particle orbitals observed in odd-mass nuclei around 250Fm, while red lines are used for
the Ω = 1/2 orbitals that may be observed in nuclides with N ≈ 162 and/or Z ≈ 108 [2].

directly connected to the height of its fission barrier [8]. Thus, the experimental data on fission
barriers in the actinide region provide an important testing ground for density functional theories
(DFT).

It is impossible to review all efforts undertaken in the study of theoretical aspects of
the spectroscopy of the heaviest nuclei; thus we will concentrate on the results obtained
in the framework of covariant density functional theory. Extensive review of recent studies
of the heaviest nuclei (including superheavy ones) in non-relativistic frameworks such as
microscopic+macroscopic approach and the methods based on the Skyrme and Gogny energy
density functionals is presented in Ref. [9].

The manuscript is organized in the following way. In Sec. 2, the accuracy of the description
of the energies of deformed one-quasiparticle states in the actinide region and its consequences
for spherical shell closures in superheavy nuclei are analyzed. The rotational response in odd-
mass nuclei and its applicability for configuration assignment will be discussed in Sec. 3. The
description of inner fission barriers in CDFT is discussed in Sec. 4. Finally, Sec. 5 summarizes
our main conclusions.

2. Single-particle degrees of freedom
One way of obtaining information on the energies of spherical subshells active in the vicinity of
expected shell closures in the “island of stability” is by studying well-deformed one-quasiparticle
states in heavy actinide and/or light transfermium nuclei. As illustrated in the Nilsson diagram

2

Nilsson Diagram: Protons 
MM RMF 

Differences in single-particle structure reflected in the shell 
gaps for both spherical and deformed systems.   
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single-particle orbitals observed in odd-mass nuclei around 250Fm, while red lines are used for
the Ω = 1/2 orbitals that may be observed in nuclides with N ≈ 162 and/or Z ≈ 108 [2].
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the spectroscopy of the heaviest nuclei; thus we will concentrate on the results obtained
in the framework of covariant density functional theory. Extensive review of recent studies
of the heaviest nuclei (including superheavy ones) in non-relativistic frameworks such as
microscopic+macroscopic approach and the methods based on the Skyrme and Gogny energy
density functionals is presented in Ref. [9].

The manuscript is organized in the following way. In Sec. 2, the accuracy of the description
of the energies of deformed one-quasiparticle states in the actinide region and its consequences
for spherical shell closures in superheavy nuclei are analyzed. The rotational response in odd-
mass nuclei and its applicability for configuration assignment will be discussed in Sec. 3. The
description of inner fission barriers in CDFT is discussed in Sec. 4. Finally, Sec. 5 summarizes
our main conclusions.

2. Single-particle degrees of freedom
One way of obtaining information on the energies of spherical subshells active in the vicinity of
expected shell closures in the “island of stability” is by studying well-deformed one-quasiparticle
states in heavy actinide and/or light transfermium nuclei. As illustrated in the Nilsson diagram
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Figure 1. Proton and neutron single-particle energies in 252No as a function of the quadrupole
deformation β2. They are obtained in RMF+BCS calculations using the constant gap
approximation and the NL1 parameterization of the RMF Lagrangian. Solid and dashed lines
are used for positive and negative parity states, respectively. Green lines are used for the
single-particle orbitals observed in odd-mass nuclei around 250Fm, while red lines are used for
the Ω = 1/2 orbitals that may be observed in nuclides with N ≈ 162 and/or Z ≈ 108 [2].
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The manuscript is organized in the following way. In Sec. 2, the accuracy of the description
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mass nuclei and its applicability for configuration assignment will be discussed in Sec. 3. The
description of inner fission barriers in CDFT is discussed in Sec. 4. Finally, Sec. 5 summarizes
our main conclusions.

2. Single-particle degrees of freedom
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TABLE VI. γ -ray reduced transition probability. Experimental values were obtained from the γ -ray intensities in Table I.

Initial level Final level γ -ray energy Relative B(λ) Relative B(λ)

Energy (keV) Ki, Ii
π Kf , If

π (keV) experiment theory

624.98 1/2, 5/2− 3/2, 3/2− 616.1 1.0 1.0
3/2, 5/2− 585.4 11 7
3/2, 7/2− 542.3 9 7

661.3 1/2, 3/2− 3/2, 3/2− 652.7 1.0 1.0
3/2, 5/2− 621.7 1.7 1.5

709.1 1/2, 5/2− 3/2, 5/2− 669.5 1.0 1.0
3/2, 7/2− 626.5 0.85 1.0

672.9 5/2, 5/2− 3/2, 3/2− 664.0 1.0 1.0
3/2, 5/2− 633.0 ∼0.46 0.43
3/2, 7/2− 590.1 0.28 0.07

767.9 9/2, 9/2− 7/2, 7/2+ 767.9 1.0 1.0
7/2, 9/2+ 726.1 0.21 0.23

988.1 7/2, 9/2− 7/2, 9/2+ 946.3 1.0 1.0
7/2, 11/2+ 894.5 0.79 0.66

1075.1 9/2, 9/2+ 7/2, 7/2+ 1075.1 1.0 1.0
7/2, 9/2+ ∼1033 ∼0.23 0.23
7/2, 11/2+ 981.3 ∼0.02 0.023

1143.8 9/2, 11/2+ 7/2, 9/2+ 1102.0 1.0 1.0
7/2, 11/2+ 1050.0 0.32 0.41

1150.7 5/2, 5/2− 5/2, 5/2+ 761.5 1.0 1.0
5/2, 7/2+ 721.6 0.57 0.40

1223.0 7/2, 7/2+ 5/2, 5/2+ 833.8 1.0 1.0
5/2, 7/2+ 794.0 0.37 0.30

the experimental energies, using a Hamiltonian containing
a density-dependent pairing interaction [25]. We have fitted
the shape parameters of a Woods-Saxon potential to optimize
the agreement with the extracted levels. The parameters of
this Woods-Saxon potential are those used to calculate the
properties of superheavy elements [26]. The Woods-Saxon
potential parameters used for protons are a well depth of
V0 = −61 MeV for the central potential; a spin-orbit potential
of Vs.o. = −16.75 MeV; a radius parameter of r0 = 1.275 fm
for the central potential and a reduction of 5% for the
radius parameter of the spin-orbit potential; and a diffusivity
parameter of a = 0.68 fm for both the central and the spin-orbit
potentials.

Using these potential parameters, we found that the
shape parameters (ν2 = 0.255, ν4 = 0.01, and ν6 = 0.015)
give a single-particle spectrum that agrees very well with the
extracted spacings. The quadrupole, hexadecapole, and 26-
pole deformation parameters ν2, ν4, and ν6 are closely related
to the Nilsson [13] deformation parameters ε2, ε4, and ε6.
An exact definition of these deformation parameters and a
comparison with other shape parametrization schemes are
given in the Appendix A of Ref. [12]. In Fig. 11, we compare
the extracted and calculated single-particle levels. The position
of the 7/2+[633] level is taken as the zero of the energy scale.
With the exception of the 5/2+[642] level, the agreement
between the extracted spacings and the Woods-Saxon level
spacings is extremely good. This good agreement is part of the
reason for the choice of Woods-Saxon potential parameters
made in Ref. [26].

Energies of single-particle states in 249Bk were also cal-
culated by Gareev et al. [27] using a quasiparticle-phonon

FIG. 11. Comparison of extracted level energies of 249Bk with
the energies calculated with a Woods-Saxon potential [26]. Extracted
energies represent experimental level energies from which contribu-
tions of pairing correlations have been removed. For the Woods-Saxon
potential, the deformation parameters used were ν2 = 0.255, ν4 =
0.01, and ν6 = 0.015.

054305-14

MM Theory and Experiment: 249Bk 
Experimental single-particle energies extracted after removing contribution of pairing 
correlations via a Hamiltonian containing a density-dependent interaction. 

Calculated energies from Woods-Saxon potential with parameters tuned to reproduce 
experiment  - agreement is excellent. 

I. Ahmad et al., 
PRC 71 054305 (2005). 
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Fig. 2. Low lying energy spectra of 25198Cf153 (odd N ) and 24997Bk152 (odd Z).

with experiment. Data are from Ref. [18] and references therein for both nuclei and also
from Ref. [19] for 251Cf.
The states we have calculated in 251Cf are characterized by a deformation β2 around

0.26, with the exception of the 1/2− state at 410 keV, which is significantly more deformed
(β2 = 0.273 using the relation between β2 and the quadrupole and hexadecapole moments
given in Ref. [17]). These values are significantly larger than the fixed β2 value used by
Ćwiok et al. [20] (0.247) in their calculations based on a Woods–Saxon potential and the
Strutinsky prescription.However, a clear conclusion is difficult to draw: in Ref. [20], β2 is a
priori fixed to be the same for all levels, whereas in self-consistent mean-field calculations,
deformation is optimized level per level. In addition, the 1qp energies given in [20] are
eigenvalues of the HFB Hamiltonian using an average potential, while our 1qp energies
are total binding energy differences between self-consistent one quasi-particle states.
The ground state of 251Cf is obtained from the 1qp excitation predominantly based on

the first single-particle state above the Fermi level, which has a spin of 1/2+, in agreement
with the data. The first three excited levels correspond to 1qp states based on the single-
particle levels just above (3/2+ and 7/2+) or just below (9/2−) the Fermi level. This
result is also consistent with experiment, with the largest error on the 9/2− state, too low
by almost 300 keV. At higher excitation energies, the energy of the 11/2− state is largely
overestimated by our calculation. Other states are predicted with an accuracy of the order
of 300 keV. We also obtain a 7/2+ state at 700 keV. Experimentally, the 3/2− state at
981 keV and the 7/2+ state at 1078 keV have been interpreted as due to the coupling of the
7/2+ 1qp excitation with the 2− octupole vibration and the 0+ pair vibration, respectively.
These states are thus outside the scope of our calculation. No 3/2− single-particle state
is obtained below 1.2 MeV in our calculation. A rather similar spectrum is obtained in
Ref. [20], with, however, a much better energy for the 11/2− state at 370 keV. The RMF
results of Ref. [10] are in similar agreement with the data than ours, with, however, a less
dense spectrum for the two interactions that were tested.

of the signature or simplex basis in numerical calculations,
thus doubling the computing task. Furthermore, the breaking
of the time-reversal symmetry leads to nucleonic currents,
which cause the nuclear magnetism discussed in Sec. II A.
The CRHB(!LN) theory takes all these effects into ac-

count. Thus, the effects of blocking due to odd particle are
included in a fully self-consistent way. The CRHB computer
code is set up in a signature basis and in three-dimensional
Cartesian coordinates. The latter allows one to study also the
! deformation. In order to specify the detailed structure of
blocked orbitals, the existing CRHB code "30# has been ex-
tended to describe odd and odd-odd nuclei. The blocking
procedure is implemented according to Refs. "26,87,88#. The
blocked orbital can be specified either by its dominant main
oscillator quantum number N or by the dominant $ quantum
number ($ is the projection of the total angular momentum
on the symmetry axis% of the wave function, or by combina-
tion of both. In addition, it can be specified by the particle or
hole nature of the blocked orbital. Note that $ is not a con-
served quantum number in the CRHB code. As a consequence,
convergence problems, emerging from the interaction of the
blocked orbital with others, appear somewhat more fre-
quently than in a computer code restricted to axial symmetry.
Convergence problems appear more frequently when ap-
proximate particle number projection by means of the
Lipkin-Nogami method is imposed, which is most likely due
to additional nonlinearities.
As illustrated in Fig. 23, the quasiparticle spectra calcu-

lated within the CRHB!LN &with LN% framework and using
the scaled D1S Gogny force given in Table I are very similar

to those obtained by means of the CRHB &without LN% with
the original D1S force. The difference in the energies of the
quasiparticle states is typically less than 150 keV and the
level ordering is the same. Thus in order to avoid the con-
vergence problems in the calculations with LN, all other cal-
culations of quasiparticle states were performed in the
CRHB framework with the original D1S force.

B. Particle-vibration coupling and other effects

Figures 23, 24, and 25 show that the calculated quasipar-
ticle spectra are less dense than in experiment. The average
level density of the single-particle states is related to the
effective mass &Lorentz mass in the notation of Ref. "90# for
the case of RMF theory% of the nucleons at the Fermi surface
m*(kF)/m . The RMF theory gives a low effective mass
m*(kF)/m'0.66 "17#. The experimental density of the qua-
siparticle levels corresponds to an effective mass m*(kF)/m
close to 1. This discrepancy appears also for nonrelativistic
mean-field models "23#. It has been demonstrated for spheri-
cal nuclei that the particle-vibration coupling brings the av-
erage level density in closer agreement with experiment "27#,
which means m*(kF)/m closer to 1. In a similar way, the
particle-vibration coupling leads to a compression of the
quasi-particle spectra in deformed nuclei "86#. The surface
vibrations are less collective in deformed nuclei than in
spherical ones because they are more fragmented "84,91#. As
a consequence, the corrections to the energies of quasiparti-
cle states in odd nuclei due to particle-vibration coupling are
less state dependent in deformed nuclei. Hence the compari-
son between experimental and mean field single-particle
states is less ambiguous in deformed nuclei as compared
with spherical ones "27,91#, at least at low excitation ener-
gies, where vibrational admixtures in the wave functions are
small. Calculations within the quasiparticle-phonon model
"92,93# indicate that in the A(250 mass region the lowest
states have mainly quasiparticle nature and the corrections to
their energies due to particle-vibration coupling are typically
at the level of 150 keV or less. The states above '700 keV
contain very large vibrational admixtures "86# and thus ex-
perimental states above this energy should not be compared
with the pure quasiparticle states obtained in the CRHB cal-
culations.
Since particle-vibration coupling is not included, it is im-

portant to estimate how large is the discrepancy between
calculated and experimental quasiparticle energies due to the
low effective mass m*(kF)/m of the RMF theory. Assuming
for an estimate that the effective mass just stretches the en-
ergy scale, the difference between the energies of quasipar-
ticle states obtained in the calculations with m*(kF)/m and
m*(kF)/m"1 is

)Eqp"Eqp!m*&kF%

m " ! 1#
m*&kF%

m " , &17%

which remains below (200 keV as long as the calculated
state is located in the energy window of 700 keV with re-
spect to the Fermi surface, whereas it grows for higher exci-
tation energies.

FIG. 25. The same as Fig. 23, but for proton states in 249Bk. The
experimental data are from Ref. "80#.
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Ćwiok et al. [20] (0.247) in their calculations based on a Woods–Saxon potential and the
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the first single-particle state above the Fermi level, which has a spin of 1/2+, in agreement
with the data. The first three excited levels correspond to 1qp states based on the single-
particle levels just above (3/2+ and 7/2+) or just below (9/2−) the Fermi level. This
result is also consistent with experiment, with the largest error on the 9/2− state, too low
by almost 300 keV. At higher excitation energies, the energy of the 11/2− state is largely
overestimated by our calculation. Other states are predicted with an accuracy of the order
of 300 keV. We also obtain a 7/2+ state at 700 keV. Experimentally, the 3/2− state at
981 keV and the 7/2+ state at 1078 keV have been interpreted as due to the coupling of the
7/2+ 1qp excitation with the 2− octupole vibration and the 0+ pair vibration, respectively.
These states are thus outside the scope of our calculation. No 3/2− single-particle state
is obtained below 1.2 MeV in our calculation. A rather similar spectrum is obtained in
Ref. [20], with, however, a much better energy for the 11/2− state at 370 keV. The RMF
results of Ref. [10] are in similar agreement with the data than ours, with, however, a less
dense spectrum for the two interactions that were tested.
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Agreement is much worse with certain states off by ~1 MeV. Note the apparent 
compression of the experimental spectrum compared to the theoretical ones. 
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Table 1
The summary of calculations. The number of calculated 1-qp configurations and
the number of experimental 1-qp states compared with calculations are displayed
in second and third columns, respectively. Fourth column gives the percentage of
ground states, the structure of which is correctly reproduced in the calculations.

Region
(parametrization)

Calculated
states (#)

Compared
states (#)

Correct ground
states (%)

Actinides (NL3*) 415 209 38%
Actinides (NL1) 444 217 45%
Rare-earth (NL1) 360 149 48%

Dirac equation and the matrix inversion of the Klein–Gordon equa-
tions, respectively. The comparison with the results of calculations
in a larger fermionic basis (N F = 16) shows that the energies of
quasiparticle states are described with an accuracy of approxi-
mately 50 keV which is sufficient for a statistical analysis.

The calculations have been performed with the NL1 [26] and
NL3* [27] parameterizations of the relativistic mean field (RMF)
Lagrangian. The NL1 parametrization has been fitted to the nuclei
in the valley of β-stability. On the contrary, the fit of the NL3*
parametrization includes neutron-rich nuclei so it is partially tai-
lored toward the description of such nuclei. This recently fitted
parametrization has been successfully applied to the description of
binding energies [27], ground state properties of deformed nuclei
[28], spectra of odd spherical nuclei within the relativistic particle–
vibration model [30], rotating nuclei [27], giant resonances [27],
and breathing mode [31]. Note that only bulk properties of nuclei
such as binding energies, radii, etc. and nuclear matter properties
have been used in the fit of these two parameterizations.

1-qp spectra were calculated for 44 nuclei, namely, 21 odd-
N and 23 odd-Z nuclei in actinide region with Z = 89–100. The
nuclei with octupole deformation have been excluded from con-
sideration. In addition, the calculations have been performed in
rare-earth region. However, the experimental data on 1-qp states
in rare-earth region are significantly larger than in actinide region
[32]. As a consequence, the calculations were performed only for
odd-proton Z = 61 (Pm), 63 (Eu), 65 (Tb), 67 (Ho) and 69 (Tm)
isotope chains and only with the NL1 parametrization of the RMF
Lagrangian; in total, for 31 odd-proton nuclei. All these nuclei
are deformed with quadrupole deformation β2 ! 0.2 and label-
ing of their single-particle states by means of the Nilsson quan-
tum numbers is commonly accepted [33–38]. Table 1 provides the
summary of these calculations. The data on adopted experimental
one-quasiparticle levels are taken from Ref. [32].

3. Statistical analysis

Fig. 1 shows the comparison of calculated and experimental
one-quasineutron spectra in Pu isotopes. A number of features are
clearly seen. First, for a given 1-qp state the discrepancy between
theory and experiment depends on neutron number. Second, for a
given 1-qp state the slope of the energy curve as a function of neu-
tron number is more pronounced in the calculations than in ex-
periment. These two features are interconnected and they emerge
from the fact that theoretical energy scale is more stretched out
than experimental one due to low effective mass (see discussion
below). The change of the Fermi energy with neutron number
leads to the changes of the energy differences between ground
and excited states and these differences are affected by effective
mass in the calculations. Third, the relative energies of different ex-
perimental 1-qp states are not always reproduced in calculations.
This feature originates from the fact that the energies of spherical
subshells, from which deformed states emerge, can deviate from
experiment [21]. These three features are seen in all isotone and
isotope chains.

Fig. 2. The distribution of the deviations of the calculated energies Eqp(theor) of
one-quasiparticle states from experimental ones Eqp(exp). The vertical axis shows
the percentage of the states which deviate from experiment by the energy deviation
range (the width of bar) specified on horizontal axis.

Note however that for a given state the 1-qp energy changes as
a function of particle number are appreciably smaller when 1-qp
energies of proton (neutron) subsystem are shown as a function
of neutron (proton) number (see, for example, Fig. 6 in Ref. [15])
because the changes in proton (neutron) Fermi energy and defor-
mation are relatively small.

Statistical analysis of the discrepancies between calculated and
experimental energies of one-quasiparticle states is presented in
Fig. 2. One can see that in the actinide region only approximately
33% of one-quasiparticle states are described with an accuracy
better than 200 keV, and approximately 22% with an accuracy be-
tween 200 and 400 keV. The percentage of states for a given range
of deviations goes gradually down with an increase of the de-
viation between experiment and calculations. However, for some
states the deviation of calculated energy from experimental one
exceeds 1 MeV and can be close to 1.4 MeV. Note that earlier
analysis of the single-particle spectra of few actinide nuclei in
Ref. [21] shows similar features. Fig. 2 also shows that with the
NL1 parametrization the 1-qp energies in odd-proton rare-earth
nuclei are somewhat better described as compared with actinide
region. For example, the energies of 44% of the states are described
with an accuracy better than 200 keV. Otherwise, the distribution
histograms for the deviations are similar in both regions and for
both parameterizations.

Fourth column of Table 1 shows the percentage of the ground
states, the structure of which is correctly reproduced in the calcu-
lations. These values are comparable or somewhat better than the
ones obtained in systematic Hartree–Fock + BCS calculations of de-
formed nuclei with SIII, SkM* and SLy5 Skyrme forces and FRDM
calculations employing phenomenological folded-Yukawa potential
[23], which show the agreement with experiment at about 40%
level.

It is interesting that the overall accuracy of the description of
the energies of deformed one-quasiparticle states is slightly bet-
ter in old NL1 parametrization, which was fitted 25 years ago
mostly to the nuclei at the β-stability line, than in the recent NL3*
parametrization. This suggests that the inclusion of extra informa-
tion on neutron rich nuclei into the fit of the NL3* parametrization
may lead to some degradation of the description of single-particle
states along the valley of β-stability.

Theory Compared With Experiment 
1-qp spectra calculated for 21 odd-N and 23 odd-Z nuclei with Z=89-100 

RMF 
A.Afanasjev and S.Shawaqfeh, PLB 706 177 (2011) 

•  About 1/3 of 1-qp states are calculated to within 200 keV.  
•  There are many calculated states where discrepancy can approach 1 MeV. 
•  It would be interesting to see same plot for other DFT’s.  
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Fig. 3. The same as Fig. 2, but for the case when the energy scale of theoretical
spectra is corrected for low Lorentz effective mass.

4. The sources of the discrepancies between theory and
experiment

4.1. Effective mass

Low effective mass of CDFT is one of the sources of the discrep-
ancies between theory and experiment. This is because the average
level density of the single-particle states on the mean field level is
related to the effective mass m∗

L(kF )/m (Lorentz mass in the nota-
tion of Ref. [39] for the case of CDFT) of the nucleons at the Fermi
surface which depends on momentum as [39]

m∗
L(kF )

m
=

√(
m∗(0)

m

)2

+
(

kF

m

)2

≈
√(

m∗(0)

m

)2

+ 0.08 (1)

where m∗(0)/m is the value at k = 0 which is called Dirac effec-
tive mass [39] and 0.08 is obtained for (kF /m)2 when typical value
kF ≈ 1.35/fm is used. The values of Lorentz effective mass for em-
ployed parameterizations are given in Fig. 3.

Low effective mass leads to a stretching of theoretical single-
particle energy scale as compared with experiment (see Refs. [29,
30] for comparisons of calculated and experimental spectra in
spherical nuclei). The role of the energy stretching due to low ef-
fective mass can be illustrated on the example of the π1/2[420],
π3/2[411] and π5/2[402] states in rare-earth region. These states
emerge from the πd5/2 spherical subshell. For the majority of the
nuclei under study, the π3/2[411] state is located close to the
proton Fermi level. As a consequence, it is observed in 25 nuclei,
and its energy in those nuclei is described in the calculations with
an average accuracy of 250 keV. On the contrary, the π1/2[420]
(π5/2[402]) state is located significantly below (above) the Fermi
level both in experiment and calculations. However, stretching of
theoretical energy scale due to low effective mass results in sys-
tematic deviations of calculated energies of these states from ex-
periment by more than 1 MeV. This leads to a peak in distribution
histogram of the deviations of calculated energies from experimen-
tal ones at the deviation energy of around 1.1 MeV (see Fig. 2).
Another contributor to this peak is the π9/2[514] state.

This stretching is also clearly visible when single-particle Nils-
son diagrams obtained in the CDFT and phenomenological Nils-
son or Woods–Saxon potentials are compared (see, for example,

Fig. 1 in Ref. [12]). These potentials are characterized by an ef-
fective mass m∗(kF )/m ≈ 1.0 which gives calculated level density
close to experiment. As illustrated in spherical nuclei, the calcu-
lated level density and single-particle spectra are compressed and
come closer to experimental ones when CDFT is supplemented
by particle–vibrational coupling (PVC) [29,30] (similar effect exists
also in the PVC models based on non-relativistic DFT [40–42]).

Similar compression of calculated spectra is expected also in
deformed nuclei. However, no PVC model based on DFT framework
has been developed so far for such nuclei. Systematic comparison
of single-particle Nilsson diagrams obtained in the CDFT and phe-
nomenological Nilsson potential suggest that on average expected
compression of the single-particle spectra can be achieved by mul-
tiplying the energies of the 1-qp configurations by Lorentz effective
mass. Such energy rescaling follows also from the results of phe-
nomenological scheme of Ref. [43] based on a linear ansatz for
the energy dependence of the scalar and vector components of
the nucleon self-energy for the states close to the Fermi surface
which simulates the dynamical effects that arise from the coupling
of single-nucleon motion to collective surface vibrations.

The impact of such energy rescaling on the distribution of the
deviations between theory and experiment is shown in Fig. 3.
One can see that more than 75% of states are described with an
accuracy better than 400 keV; this is a typical accuracy of the
description of the energies of the deformed 1-qp states within
phenomenological potentials [36,44]. Although this energy rescal-
ing is somewhat schematic, it clearly indicates that PVC, leading to
an increase of effective mass [29], will also improve the descrip-
tion of experimental spectra as compared with mean field results;
this has already been seen in spherical nuclei [30].

4.2. Relative energies of different states

Incorrectly calculated relative energies of different states (see
Fig. 1) represent another source of the discrepancies between the-
ory and experiment (see discussion of the Pu isotope chain above).
It originates from the fact that relative energies of different spher-
ical subshells, from which deformed states emerge, are not prop-
erly reproduced in model calculations [21]. This source shows up
also in a statistical analysis. For example, the energy of the hole
ν1/2[501] state in actinide region is systematically higher than
experimental one by around 1 MeV in both employed parameter-
izations. This is only deformed state originating from the νp1/2
spherical subshell, so the current analysis suggests that in the cal-
culations it is placed too deep (by approximately 1 MeV) with
respect of other spherical subshells.

5. Consequences for spectroscopic quality energy density
functionals

The need for quantitative understanding and highly accurate
description of nuclear structure phenomena is a driving force be-
hind the efforts to develop spectroscopic quality energy density
functionals (EDF). Such efforts are especially visible in the field of
non-relativistic Skyrme DFT [15,46]. However, the basic question
whether this is possible on the mean-field level is still under de-
bate [45].

It is well known from Skyrme DFT that EDF, forced to de-
scribe accurately single-particle spectra on the mean-field level,
are characterized by effective mass close to one [47]. In the CDFT,
one cannot improve the description of the single-particle spec-
tra by increasing effective mass since all CDFT parameterizations
on the Hartree level have Lorentz effective mass m∗

L(kF )/m close
to 0.65 [2]. The current analysis for deformed nuclei strongly sug-
gests that further progress in improving spectroscopic quality of

A.Afanasjev and S.Shawaqfeh, PLB 706 177 (2011) 

Improving DFT 
The “stretching” of the calculated spectrum can be related to low effective mass 
(and calculated single-particle level density) in DFT’s. Scaling improves agreement.  

Physical basis for scaling the effective mass may lie with proper treatment of 
particle-vibration coupling [E.V.Litvinova and A.Afanasjev, PRC 84 014305 (2011)]. 
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Comments on Theory 
MM theories, which are often tuned to reproduce experiment, 
provide the best description of single-qp states. 
 
The role of higher-order deformation β2, β4, β6, β8 crucial 
 
The argument remains concerning how certain can we be of 
the extrapolations to the Z=114, N=184 major spherical gaps. 
 
Self-consistent DFT, with interaction parameters fitted mainly to 
bulk properties of doubly magic nuclei: 
-  correctly predict most of the orbitals near the Fermi surface 
-  accuracy for many single-qp states within 600 keV 

However, major discrepancies exist (some states off by ~1MeV) 
which lead to incorrect predictions of known deformed gaps and, 
presumably, the major spherical gaps. 



Experimental Opportunities 

Deformation brings orbitals involved from above major 
spherical shell gaps close to the Fermi surface. 
 
Rotation decreases the energy of qp states, especially 
for high-j orbitals.  
 
èSpectroscopy of deformed transfermium nuclei near 
Z=100 provides important testing ground of models. 
 
Variety of techniques being applied to these studies: 

   - alpha-gamma spectroscopy 
   - isomer spectroscopy 
   - prompt gamma spectroscopy via RDT 

 
What can we do and how far can we push these techniques? 
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Table 1. Summary of beam parameters and reactions used for the production of 247,249,251,253,255Md.

Projectile Target Evap. residue Eproj/A MeV I/ pµA(a) εSHIP
(b) σ/nb(c)

40Ar 209Bi 247Md 4.95 2.2 0.3 6.9
50Ti 209Bi 257Db 4.85 0.35 0.4 2.5

(α
→

253Lr α
→

249Md)
48Ca 209Bi 253Lr 5.05 0.8 0.4 1

(α
→

249Md)
48Ca 209Bi 255Lr 4.55–4.65 1.1 0.4 170

(α
→

251Md)
48Ca 207Pb 253No 4.6 0.8 0.4 700

(EC
→

253Md)
48Ca 209Bi 255Lr 4.55–4.65 1.1 0.4 200

(EC
→

255No EC
→

255Md)
48Ca 208Pb 255No 4.45 1.1 0.4 180

(EC
→

255Md)

(a) Average beam intensity.

(b) Calculated value.

(c) The maximum value for the evaporation residue was used in the case of several bombarding energies.

with α-decays were measured using a clover detector con-
sisting of four Ge crystals (70 mm !, 140 mm length),
which were shaped and assembled to form a block of
124 × 124 × 140mm3. This arrangement is used as stan-
dard detector system in experiments to investigate heavi-
est nuclei. Details, also concerning calibration procedures
and efficiency estimations can be found elsewhere [11,12].

The hindrance factor (HF) for an α transition is de-
fined as the ratio Tα,exp / Tα,theo with Tα,exp = T1/2/(bα×
iα), where T1/2 and bα denote the half-life and the α
branching of the parent state and iα is the intensity of
the transition relative to all α transitions. The theoret-
ical half-life was calculated using the formula proposed
by Poenaru et al. [13] with the parameter modification
suggested by Rurarz [14]. Hindrance factors are usually
divided into four categories characterizing similarities and
differences in the structure of parent and daughter states
(see, e.g., [15] and references therein). Alpha transitions
in odd-mass nuclei where the unpaired nucleon remains in
the same orbital in the parent and daughter nucleus are
characterized by low hindrance factors of 1–4 (favoured
transitions).

3 Experimental results

3.1 Decay of 247Md

247Md was produced via the reaction 209Bi(40Ar, 2n)
247Md. In a first experiment aimed on α-γ coincidence
measurements a γ line of 210 keV was observed in coinci-
dence with the known α transition of 8425 keV [16]. From
the intensity ratio of K X-rays and γ-rays it was concluded
that the multipolarity of the transition was most probably
E1. To improve the quality of the data and to affirm the re-
sults, a second experiment was performed. Results of this
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Fig. 1. Gamma spectra observed in prompt coincidence with
α-decays of (a) 247Md, (b) 249Md, (c) 251Md, (d) 253Md (ten-
tative assignment).

study are reported in detail elsewhere [17]. The α-γ coinci-
dence data are presented in fig. 1a and table 2. In addition
to the known 209.6 keV γ line a weaker one of 157.5 keV

F.P. Heßberger et al.: Energy systematics of low-lying Nilsson levels in odd-mass einsteinium isotopes 237

Fig. 3. Decay schemes of odd-mass medelevium isotopes ac-
cording to the results of the present experiments. For 255Md
also the results from [4] are included.

in fig. 4. A regular trend of increasing γ energies with in-
creasing mass number is evident in fig. 3. The 209.6 keV
and 253.2 keV transitions in 247Md and 249Md, respec-
tively, are assigned as E1 according to the upper limit of
the L conversion coefficient (table 2). For 251Md the situ-
ation is not so clear. The method of determining the (up-
per limit of the) L conversion coefficient described above
delivers here a quite high value due to the background
from α-decay of 255No (produced by EC decay of 255Lr)
in the energy region of the expected α - conversion elec-
tron sum events from 251Md (7.70–7.85 MeV). Although
E2 multipolarity cannot be ruled out, according to the up-
per limits E1 seems to be the appropriate choice, which
is corroborated by the regular behavior of γ energies and
intensities for 247,249,251Md. For 253Md, due to the weak-
ness of the α line, only an upper limit for αK could be
estimated. It is in line with E1 and E2 multipolarities.
Also here we tentatively prefer E1 on the basis of the sys-
tematic behavior for the mendelevium isotopes. The level
assignments are based on the multipolarity of the γ tran-
sitions and predicted or experimentally assigned low-lying
levels in the mother and daughter nuclei. Possible low-
lying levels that have to be respected are 7/2−[514] and
1/2−[521] in the mendelevium isotopes and 3/2−[521] and
7/2+[633] in the einsteinium isotopes. We further use the
experimental result that the respective α-decays represent
“favored transitions”. A scheme of possible electromag-
netic transitions is given in table 3. Evidently E1 transi-
tions are only in line with the initial-final state combina-
tion 7/2−[514]-7/2+[633], which defines the ground states
of the mendelevium isotopes as 7/2−[514] and is thus in
line with the assignment of the ground state of 255Md [3,
4] and the tentative assignments of the ground states of
249Md [19] and 257Md [26,5].

Ground-state assignments of the einsteinium daugh-
ter isotopes are not straightforward. Although the final
states are assigned to 7/2+[633], they may not repre-
sent the ground states. In 253Es the ground state is as-
signed to 7/2+[633] [5]. In 251Es the ground state is as-
signed to 3/2−[521], while the 7/2+[633] level is located at

Fig. 4. Comparison of experimental (a) and calculated level
schemes from [24] (b) and [25] (c).

Table 3. Scheme of the most probable transition multipolar-
ities for different combinations of spins and parities for the
initial and final states.

Initial state Final state ∆I Parity Transition

change mulipolarity

1/2−[521] 7/2+[633] 3 yes E3

1/2−[521] 3/2−[521] 1 no M1

7/2−[514] 7/2+[633] 0 yes E1

7/2−[514] 3/2−[521] 2 no E2

8.3 keV [4]. In 249Es, on the other hand, the ground state
was tentatively assigned to 7/2+[633] [27]. Ground-state
assignments on the basis of α-decay properties were per-
formed by Hatsukawa et al. [28]. They assigned the ground
state of 247Es to 7/2+[633], those of 245,243Es to 3/2−[521].
However, due to measuring solely α-decay, the results of
ref. [28] may not be fully conclusive. Indeed, in the case of
243Es we could not reproduce the 7.939 MeV line on which
their level assignment is based [16,17]. An indication that
3/2−[521] may be the ground state rather than 7/2+[633]
is obtained in our work from a weak γ transition of
272.3 keV in coincidence with 8377 keV α-decays of 247Md
(see fig. 1a). The Q value for this coincidence is roughly

Proton states from four spherical subshells: 
1/2[521] (f5/2)  Spin-orbit pair on both sides 
3/2[521] (f7/2)  of Z=114 gap in MM 
7/2[514] (h9/2) 
7/2[633] (i13/2)  Troublesome in DFT 

F. Hessberger et al., Eur. Phys. J. A 26 233 (2005). 

Alpha-Gamma Decay Spectroscopy 
Needs a firm assignment as a starting point. Hindrance of alpha decay indicates 
which states have a similar character. Gamma-rays give finer details in daughter. 
Excellent data up to Z=99, becomes patchy for higher Z. 



•  Maximum energy of isomer 
(gamma+electron) ≈ 1500 keV 
	  
•  Regular pattern of low-energy 
gamma-rays indicative of a 
rotational band. 
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K-Isomer Spectroscopy 
Single- and multi-quasiparticle states can become metastable (K hindered) and their 
delayed decays, via conversion electron and gamma transitions, can give detailed info. 

255Lr 

H.B. Jeppesen et al., PRC 80 034324 (2009)	  
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•  The lowest band has its band-
head within 100 keV of ground 
state. 
•  It is based on either [624]9/2+ or 
[633]7/2+ (from same i13/2 orbit). 
•  Self-consistent microscopic 
models predict [633]7/2+, but this 
state is known experimentally as 
the ground state in Bk (Z=97) → 
unlikely to be low in Lr (Z=103) 
•  Macroscopic-microscopic 
models predict [624]9/2+. 

Comparison With Theories 
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Rotational Response 
•  If band is based on [624]9/2+ as suggested by MM models then self-consistent  
models fail to reproduce the moment of inertia – a 20% discrepancy is not usual. 

EITHER  
MM models have got single-particle energies wrong (affecting entire region)  
OR  
Self-consistent microscopic models fail to reproduce rotational response  

A.V.Afanasjev et al., 
PRC 67 024309 (2003) 



Rotational Properties of Odd-A Nuclei 
Moments of inertia, signature splitting, relative alignment all 
give important information for orbital assignments. 
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Figure 4. Experimental and calculated kinematic moments of inertia J (1) of the indicated
one-quasiproton configurations in 241Am. In addition, these moments are shown for the ground
state band in 240Pu. Experimental data are taken from Refs. [20] (241Am) and [22] (240Pu).

in CDFT [15].

3. Rotational degrees of freedom
Additonal information on the structure of single-particle states can be obtained by studying
the rotational response in odd-mass nuclei. This is especially important for nuclei at the edge
of the region where spectroscopic studies are possible (the nuclei with masses A ∼ 255), for
which alternative methods of configuration assignment are not feasible. To illustrate that
we use rotational structures in 241Am. The rotational bands based on the Nilsson orbitals
π5/2[642] (from the i13/2 subshell), π5/2[523] (from the h9/2 subshell) and π3/2[521] (from
the f7/2 subshell) have been observed in this nucleus in Ref. [20]. As can be seen in the
left panel of Fig. 4, at low frequencies they have distinctly different kinematic moments of
inertia J (1). The theoretical interpretation of these bands has been performed in cranked
relativistic Hartree+Bogoliubov (CRHB) theory [21, 2] employing the NL1 parameterization of
the RMF Lagrangian and the D1S Gogny force in the pairing channel. In addition, approximate
particle number projection has been carried out by means of the Lipkin-Nogami (LN) method.
Theoretical calculations (right panel of Fig. 4) describe well the absolute values of the kinematic
moment of inertia of different configurations and their evolution with rotational frequency. In
particular, the splitting of two signatures of the π5/2[642] configuration is rather well described
in the model calculations. On the contrary, the π5/2[523] and π3/2[521] bands show (with
exception of very low frequencies in the case of the π3/2[521] band) no signature splitting.
Model calculations for the two signatures of the π5/2[523] configuration show explicitly this
feature. Unfortunately, it was not possible to get convergence in the case of the π3/2[521]+ 1

configuration. However, the analysis of the quasiparticle routhian diagram confirms that the
π3/2[521]± configurations have to be degenerate in energy up to rotational frequency Ωx ∼ 0.16
MeV in agreement with experimental observations. At higher frequencies, small signature

1 The superscript to the orbital label is used to indicate the sign of the signature r for that orbital (r = ±i).

5

A.V.Afanasjev et al., J. Phys Conf. Ser. 312 09204 (2011) 

RMF 



EM Decay of Rotational Bands 

the University of Jyväskylä. A 48Ca10! beam of intensity
7–9 pnA bombarded a 205Tl target of thickness
400 !g=cm2 for approximately 220 hours.

Prompt " rays were detected using the JUROGAM array
consisting of 43 Compton-suppressed germanium detec-
tors. The fusion-evaporation residues were separated from
fission fragments, beam- or targetlike reaction products,
and the primary beam by the gas-filled separator RITU.
Details of the experimental setup can be found in, e.g.,
Ref. [12].

Initially, the excitation function of the reaction was
measured by changing the beam energy in steps of
3 MeV and counting the characteristic # decays of
251Md. The result is shown in Fig. 1 and compared to
predictions of the statistical fusion-evaporation code
HIVAP [13]. The highest cross section for the 2n channel
leading to 251Md was found at a center-of-target energy of
214" 2 MeV. Assuming a transmission of 40% for RITU
and a branching ratio of #10" 1:0$% for the # decay of
251Md [14], the measured rate corresponds to a production
cross section of $ % 760!180

&130 nb.
The detection of recoils using the RT technique was

required for the identification of 251Md. Gamma rays se-
lected by this method are presented in the spectrum in
Fig. 2(a). The "-ray spectrum shows intense Md K# and
K% x rays, indicating that a large fraction of the transitions
proceeds via internal conversion. It is not possible to detect
such converted transitions using "-ray spectroscopic tech-
niques. At least one sequence of " rays showing the
characteristic regular pattern expected of a rotational
band is observed. Analysis of "-" coincidences confirms
that the candidate transitions are in mutual coincidence.
Figure 2(b) shows the spectrum of " rays observed in
coincidence with any of the eight transitions marked by
dashed lines. We estimate that the intensity of this band
corresponds to '12% of the 251Md population. At the
beam energy at which this spectrum was obtained, neither
the decay of 250Md and 252Md nor their daughters was
observed. Therefore, the production cross section for these
nuclei must be at an order of magnitude smaller than that of
251Md, and a safe assignment of the rotational band to
251Md can be made.

The level of statistics is not sufficient to measure the
angular distributions needed to determine the multipolarity
of the transitions. An assignment of M1 character, how-
ever, seems unlikely due to the very large internal conver-
sion coefficients for such transitions (as an example, the
conversion coefficient for an M1 transition at 291 keV is
2.6, '7 times larger compared to an E2 transition).
Assuming a !I % 2@ multipolarity, the dynamic moment
of inertia J #2$ % 2!I=(E"#I$ & E"#I & 2$) can be ex-
tracted from the transition energies. A plot of the dynamic
moment of inertia as a function of rotational frequency is
shown in Fig. 3(a) and compared to neighboring even-even
nuclei. The similarity of the dynamic moments of inertia
supports the !I % 2@ assumption assigned to the transi-
tions. The 251Md moment of inertia is larger at low fre-
quency, which is typical of odd nuclei and related to the
reduction of pairing correlations by the unpaired nucleon.
The moment of inertia is very similar for all N % 150
nuclei. The alignment is faster compared to 254No, which
is related to the magic character of N % 152. At high
frequency, the 251Md moment of inertia is more flat com-
pared to its N % 150 neighbors, since blocking delays
further loss of pairing correlations.

In recent experiments combining #, ", and conversion-
electron spectroscopy to study the # decay of 255Lr, the
ground state of 251Md has been assigned to have spin and
parity 7=2&, and an excited state with spin and parity 1=2&

has been observed at an excitation energy of 55 keV [14].
Theoretical investigations using a Woods-Saxon potential
[1] and HFB calculations with a Skyrme interaction [14]
predict a (521)1=2& ground state with low-lying
(633)7=2! and (514)7=2& excited states. The 1=2&,
7=2&, and 7=2! states are, therefore, the three candidates
for the bandhead of the collective structure shown in Fig. 2.

Inspection of the "-ray spectra shown in Fig. 2 shows
that only one signature of the rotational band is observed
without its partner, which is usually characteristic of a
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K ! 1=2 band, K being the projection of the angular
momentum I on the symmetry axis. In the special case of
K ! 1=2, the signature splitting, i.e., the energy shift of the
unfavored sequence (3=2; 7=2; . . . ) with respect to the
favored one (1=2; 5=2; . . . ) can be described in the strong
coupling limit of the particle-rotor model using the decou-
pling parameter a. The "521#1=2$ orbital is the only K !
1=2 candidate at low excitation energy, and a rotational
band based on the same orbital has also been observed at
low spins in the lighter 247Bk [15] and 251Es [15,16] iso-
topes. Decoupling parameters of 0.9 and 1, respectively,
have been deduced for these two nuclei. In the case of a%
1, the nonyrast sequence is almost degenerate with the
yrast sequence as shown in Fig. 4. The signature ! !
$1=2 band feeds the ! ! &1=2 partner byM1 transitions,
whereas the M1 transitions from the positive signature
band are forbidden. This leads to deexcitation of the ! !
&1=2 band mainly by E2 transitions and a depopulation of
the ! ! $1=2 band mostly by M1 transitions, which
corresponds to our experimental observation of a single
rotational sequence.

To add weight to the "521#1=2$ assignment, new HFB
calculations using the same formalism as described in
Ref. [17] have been performed. The collective properties
of the rotational band based on the low-lying 1=2$, 7=2$,
and 7=2& states have been determined. Theoretical values
of the dynamic moment of inertia J '2( have been calcu-
lated for all three configurations and for both signatures:
see Fig. 3(b). The J '2( values for all three configurations
are very similar and reproduce the experimental values
well, except that they underestimate the J '2( by
%10@2 MeV$1. As pointed out in Ref. [18], better agree-
ment can be obtained by using quenched pairing, but there

is no strong justification to adopt a new parametrization
only on this basis. The comparison between the theoretical
and the experimental J '2( is not sufficient to identify the
rotational band, nor does it aid in understanding why only
one signature-partner band is observed.

Therefore, the transition rates T'M1( and T'E2( have
been extracted from the theoretical calculations in order to
determine which of the three candidates has a deexcitation
scenario which would lead to the observation of a single
signature. In odd-mass nuclei, the electromagnetic proper-
ties of rotational bands depend on the bandhead configu-
ration. To determine the transition rates, the reduced
transition probabilities B'M1( and B'E2( and the intra-
and interband transition energies have been calculated.
The B'E2( can be obtained with the well-known rotational
model formula [19]:

 B'E2( ! 5
16"

Q2
0hIK20j'I $ 2(Ki2; (1)

where Q0 represents the electric quadrupole moment. The
calculation finds rather similar Q0 values of
1320–1340 fm2 for the three configurations. The B'M1(
values depend not only on the bandhead configuration but
also on the magnetic moment # induced by the unpaired
nucleon. For a nucleus rotating around the x axis, the
B'M1( is defined as [20]:

 B'M1( ! 1
2jh&jiM1'y( &M1'z(j$ij2; (2)

where j&i and j$i are the two signature-partner states
linked by the M1 transition, and M1'$( is the projection
of the magnetic moment operator on the $ axis. This
quantity depends on orbital g factor and the spin and
angular momentum operators [20].
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K ! 1=2 band, K being the projection of the angular
momentum I on the symmetry axis. In the special case of
K ! 1=2, the signature splitting, i.e., the energy shift of the
unfavored sequence (3=2; 7=2; . . . ) with respect to the
favored one (1=2; 5=2; . . . ) can be described in the strong
coupling limit of the particle-rotor model using the decou-
pling parameter a. The "521#1=2$ orbital is the only K !
1=2 candidate at low excitation energy, and a rotational
band based on the same orbital has also been observed at
low spins in the lighter 247Bk [15] and 251Es [15,16] iso-
topes. Decoupling parameters of 0.9 and 1, respectively,
have been deduced for these two nuclei. In the case of a%
1, the nonyrast sequence is almost degenerate with the
yrast sequence as shown in Fig. 4. The signature ! !
$1=2 band feeds the ! ! &1=2 partner byM1 transitions,
whereas the M1 transitions from the positive signature
band are forbidden. This leads to deexcitation of the ! !
&1=2 band mainly by E2 transitions and a depopulation of
the ! ! $1=2 band mostly by M1 transitions, which
corresponds to our experimental observation of a single
rotational sequence.

To add weight to the "521#1=2$ assignment, new HFB
calculations using the same formalism as described in
Ref. [17] have been performed. The collective properties
of the rotational band based on the low-lying 1=2$, 7=2$,
and 7=2& states have been determined. Theoretical values
of the dynamic moment of inertia J '2( have been calcu-
lated for all three configurations and for both signatures:
see Fig. 3(b). The J '2( values for all three configurations
are very similar and reproduce the experimental values
well, except that they underestimate the J '2( by
%10@2 MeV$1. As pointed out in Ref. [18], better agree-
ment can be obtained by using quenched pairing, but there

is no strong justification to adopt a new parametrization
only on this basis. The comparison between the theoretical
and the experimental J '2( is not sufficient to identify the
rotational band, nor does it aid in understanding why only
one signature-partner band is observed.

Therefore, the transition rates T'M1( and T'E2( have
been extracted from the theoretical calculations in order to
determine which of the three candidates has a deexcitation
scenario which would lead to the observation of a single
signature. In odd-mass nuclei, the electromagnetic proper-
ties of rotational bands depend on the bandhead configu-
ration. To determine the transition rates, the reduced
transition probabilities B'M1( and B'E2( and the intra-
and interband transition energies have been calculated.
The B'E2( can be obtained with the well-known rotational
model formula [19]:

 B'E2( ! 5
16"

Q2
0hIK20j'I $ 2(Ki2; (1)

where Q0 represents the electric quadrupole moment. The
calculation finds rather similar Q0 values of
1320–1340 fm2 for the three configurations. The B'M1(
values depend not only on the bandhead configuration but
also on the magnetic moment # induced by the unpaired
nucleon. For a nucleus rotating around the x axis, the
B'M1( is defined as [20]:

 B'M1( ! 1
2jh&jiM1'y( &M1'z(j$ij2; (2)

where j&i and j$i are the two signature-partner states
linked by the M1 transition, and M1'$( is the projection
of the magnetic moment operator on the $ axis. This
quantity depends on orbital g factor and the spin and
angular momentum operators [20].
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Dynamical moment of inertia of the
observed rotational band compared to the experimental results
obtained in neighboring even-even nuclei. (b) Comparison with
the theoretical dynamical moment of inertia, where empty (solid)
symbols correspond to a negative (positive) signature.
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The moment of inertia may not be enough. 
M1/E2 ratios è (gK-gR) è configuration   

EM properties of rotational bands give important information on the nature of the 
quasi-particle band-head. Example of 251Md and identifying the ½[521] (f5/2) state. 
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Understanding the different rotational behaviors of 252No and 254No in terms of
high-order deformation

H. L. Liu,1, ∗ F. R. Xu,2 and P. M. Walker3, 4
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2School of Physics, Peking University, Beijing 100871, China
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Total Routhian surface calculations have been performed to investigate rapidly rotating trans-
fermium nuclei, the heaviest nuclei accessible by detailed spectroscopy experiments. The observed
fast alignment in 252No and slow alignment in 254No are well reproduced by the calculations in-
corporating high-order deformations. The different rotational behaviors of 252No and 254No can be
understood for the first time in terms of β6 deformation that decreases the energies of the νj15/2
intruder orbitals below the N = 152 gap. Our investigations reveal the importance of high-order de-
formation in describing not only the multi-quasiparticle states but also the rotational spectra, both
providing probes of the single-particle structure concerning the expected doubly-magic superheavy
nuclei.

PACS numbers: 21.10.Re, 21.60.Cs, 23.20.Lv, 27.90.+b

Together with the exploration of nuclei far away from
the stability line using radioactive nuclear beams, the
synthesis of superheavy nuclei towards the predicted “is-
land of stability” by fusion reactions is the focus of
current research on atomic nuclei [1, 2]. The stabil-
ity island originates from the shell effect around the ex-
pected doubly-magic nucleus next after 208Pb, otherwise
it would not exist due to the strong Coulomb repulsion
between the large number of protons. Unfortunately, var-
ious theories give rise to different magic numbers and
available experiments have not been able to confirm or
exclude any of them. Nevertheless, one can obtain single-
particle information that is intimately related to the shell
structure of superheavy nuclei from transfermium nuclei
where γ-ray spectroscopy has been accessible for experi-
ments [3, 4].

Transfermium nuclei have been found to be deformed.
For example, β2 ≈ 0.27 has been derived for 254No from
the measured ground-state band [5]. The observation
of K isomers with highly-hindered decays in 254No [6–
8] points to an axially-symmetric shape for the nucleus.
The deformation can bring the single-particle levels from
the next shell across the predicted closure down to the
Fermi surface. They play an active role in both nu-
clear non-collective and collective motions that in turn
can serve as probes of the single-particle structure. For
example, the observed Kπ = 3+ state formed by broken-
pair excitation in 254No is of special interest [6]. This is
because the π1/2−[521] orbital occupied by one unpaired
nucleon stems from the spherical orbital 2f5/2 whose po-
sition relative to the spin-orbit partner 2f7/2 determines
whether Z = 114 is a magic number for the “island of
stability”. On the other hand, high-j intruder orbitals
sensitively respond to the Coriolis force during collective

∗Electronic address: hlliu@mail.xjtu.edu.cn

rotation. The observation of upbending or backbending
phenomena is usually associated with the alignment of
high-j intruder orbitals. The spectroscopy experiments
on transfermium nuclei provide a testing ground for the
theoretical models that are used to predict the properties
of superheavy nuclei.

Modern in-beam spectroscopy experiments have ob-
served rotational bands up to high spins, such as in the
even-even nuclei 246Fm [9], 248Fm [3], 250Fm [10, 11],
252No [12], and 254No [5, 6]. Especially, the yrast spec-
trum of 254No has been extended to spins of more than
20! because of the relatively high production rate. The-
oretically, various models have been applied to study the
rotational properties of transfermium nuclei. The cal-
culations include: (i) cranking approximations of mean-
field models such as the macroscopic-microscopic ap-
proach [13–15], the Nilsson potential with the particle-
number-conserving method [16–18], the Hartree-Fork-
Bogoliubov (HFB) approach with the Skyrme force [19,
20], the HFB approach with the Gogny force [21, 22], and
the relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov approach [23]; (ii) the
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Experimental kinematic (a) and dy-
namic (b) moments of inertia for 252,254No. Data are taken
from Refs. [12] and [6] for 252No and 254No, respectively.
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mental data [3–6, 9–12]. Calculations with and without high-order deformations β6,8 are represented by open circles (red) and
open triangles (blue), respectively. Filled squares (black) indicate experimental data.

projected shell model [24–26] that incorporates beyond-
mean-field effects, restored symmetry and configuration
mixing. In general, the theories can reproduce the obser-
vations.

However, it is still an open question why 252No and
254No exhibit significantly different rotational behavior
at high spins. The difference has been noticed since 2001
when the rotational band up to I = 20 in 252No was
first observed [12]. In Fig. 1, the experimental moments
of inertia (MOIs) are displayed for 252,254No. It is seen
that the MOIs of both nuclei increase gradually with ro-
tational frequency at low spins. When reaching !ω ≈ 0.2
MeV, the 252No MOI grows sharply, while the 254No MOI
remains steady until a rotational frequency approaching
0.3 MeV. Using total Routhian surface (TRS) calcula-
tions, now extended to include high-order deformations,
we show that the difference can be well understood in
terms of β6. We note that Schunck et al. [27] performed
TRS calculations with high-order deformations. How-
ever, they did not include pairing correlations, which are
necessary for the description of upbending and backbend-
ing phenomena.

The TRS approach [28–30] adopted here is a pairing-
deformation-frequency self-consistent calculation based
on the cranked shell model. The single-particle states are
obtained from the axially deformed Woods-Saxon poten-

tial [31] with the parameter set widely used for crank-
ing calculations. Both monopole and doubly-stretched
quadrupole pairings are included. The monopole pair-
ing strength (G) is determined by the average-gap
method [32], and the quadrupole pairing strengths are
obtained by restoring the Galilean invariance broken by
the seniority pairing force [33]. The quadrupole pair-
ing has negligible effect on energies, but it is important
for the proper description of MOIs [29]. An approxi-
mate particle-number projection is carried out by means
of the Lipkin-Nogami method [34], thus avoiding the spu-
rious collapse of pairing correlations at high angular mo-
mentum. For any given deformation and rotational fre-
quency, the pairings are self-consistently calculated by
the HFB-like method [28], so the dependence of pair-
ing correlations on deformation and frequency is properly
treated. The total energy of a state consists of a macro-
scopic part that is obtained with the standard liquid-drop
model [35], a microscopic part that is calculated by the
Strutinsky shell-correction approach [36], and the con-
tribution due to rotation. At each frequency, the defor-
mation of a state is determined by minimizing the TRS
calculated in a multi-dimensional deformation space.

In the present work, the deformation space includes
β2, β4, β6, and β8 degrees of freedom. Transfermium
nuclei around 254No have been predicted to have β6 de-

Rotational Response in Even-Even Nuclei 

Properties of even-even rotational bands also give info on structure. For 252,254No 
the πi13/2 and νj15/2 must align simultaneously. Could we even find traces of νk17/2 
alignments at highest spins? 



Looking to the Future 



Experimental Advances 
a) Accelerator upgrades are planned which will give beam 
currents 1pµA < IBEAM< 10 pµA. 
 
One Example: 
- 88-Inch Cyclotron at LBNL coupled with VENUS ECR 
source should give >1pµA 48Ca beams. 
 
b) Improvement in detector systems will yield higher efficiency 
for alpha-, electron-, and gamma-spectroscopy. 
 
Decay Spectroscopy Example 
-  New focal-plane detectors for BGS at 88-Inch Cyclotron. 

Prompt Spectroscopy Example 
-  The new tracking arrays GRETINA/GRETA and AGATA 



§  New focal-plane detector system C3 (> factor 6 in r-γ-α efficiency) 
 
§  Cyclotron intensity upgrade (> factor 4 for 48Ca) 
 
§  Improved sensitivity for isomer studies (> factor 10) 

  → detailed γ spectroscopy of Rf (Z=104) 
  → first γ spectroscopy of Sg (Z=106) 
  → first observation of isomers in Hs (Z=108)  
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Seaborgium	  (Z=106)	  is	  the	  current	  limit	  for	  spectroscopy	  

New Focal Plane Detector System at LBNL 



GRETINA at Target Position of BGS 



208Pb(48Ca,2n)254No 
 
Benchmark reaction with potential 
for new physics. 
 
Harsh conditions for GRETINA: 
-  Low transition energies 
-  High crystal rates, 25-45K 
-  Low external trigger rate (~0.1/s) 
 
~355,000 total recoils 
 
Ongoing work: 
-  Final non-linearity corrections 

 (better resolution) 
-  Tracking 

 (background reduction) 
 
Expect new results from our data 
(e.g. transitions above isomers). 

Singles	  –	  all	  data	  
NO	  TRACKING	  
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Summary 

Increased beam intensities and better focal-plane detector 
systems will lead to many experimental advances in decay 
spectroscopy (detailed spectroscopy from Z=100-104, pushing 
towards Z=108). 
 
Advanced detector systems like GRETINA and AGATA when 
coupled to efficient recoil detectors offer unique opportunities 
for high-spin spectroscopy (rotational bands) perhaps to Z=106. 
 
For now, MM theories are the best theoretical aid to spectroscopy. 
Local predictions are excellent but the question of extrapolation 
always remains. 
 
DFT is beginning to approach spectroscopic quality and holds the 
promise of more reliable extrapolation. 




